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The Production of Salt in Malta during Early Modem Times' 
Shnon McrdcC\) Director of Mcdiu:rrancan Institute, Mnha 
StudIes on the hi~tory of salt in Malta i;1n.~ cxtrcme~ ly few [n llU111ber. The scarcity of puhJish(;.·d mt1tl1~ 
.. ial on the subject is such that the ideas put forward 
by Karl Popper in his book Til" Po"'''I!! of Ui,IOl'it'iSIll 
come to mind. Popper upbraided the use of history 
for the projection of the future,' and rebuked the lact 
that the poverty of historicism leads to " poverty of 
imagination:' He attributed this situntjnn to llw 
insufficient survival of documentary material 011 thl' 
history of p .. ,st successive events. Popper's ).1J'ognosts 
deepens if it is projected to those periods in hi$h.wy 
St'riollsly lacking in cOpl(jus information rt:.gm'lling 
pa~t events. The little information t'hal cnnw down 
on salt history in Mt1Ita only permits, if nnything, to 
formulate ioose trends. 
The aim of this pnper is to fill such a void, 
Undoubtedly, salt in Malta was an ingredit"'nl of 
utmost importance and one which was prized. Then, 
a~ now, it was a fundamental ingredient in thl" 
kitch\.·n and crucial in the preservation of food, in 
particular mei1l~ vegetables, fish and cheese, rb~ use 
in the preservation of fish, at a time when tht~ rigid 
religious norms prohibited thl' eating of Irll~at on 
dcsignat(:1d days of abstinence, was pnrtkularly 
impol'tant.~ It wag daily consumed not only hy man, 
but ~,lso by beast of hurden and c<lttle.~ Moreovt~r, 
salt had an inl~')ol'tant pinel!' in th" {lrtisans' work-
shop, in particular nnlong tnnners. The making of 
leather required copiou~ «mounts of sail to nccph.!-
riitl" the process of drying the animal's ~kin while 
preventing it from dCC'OInposition. 
This lm~xn-tance W(1~ reflected even in till' local li.1n~ 
guagt' usage. When 011(:' ii'1I1i:llyses thl~ lerminnlngy 
lIsl'd for the gathering of salt~ Olll' finds that Malh1, 
! ike other countrit's applied ngrarian fargon tl) 
describe the production of snit. For example, in 
Italian, the gathering of ~aJt is dl~cril1L't.i by the word 
nlccolta while English uses l·he word harvest Even in 
Maltese, the word used for the gathering of ;;alt,s"hm, 
em-ries an agrarian significance, But when one delves 
deeper into the local situationJ one imn,eLikltt'ly 
notices that salt WtlS not always considered .IS a pli-
mary ingredient and unlike in many countJ'ies, where 
it wa:-; (l rnnttel' of life and de(lth, U1ere wert' periods in 
the history of Mnlt1.l when it WClS given less documen-
tary importance. Could it be that as Maltll ~s an j~laM, 
this product was taken for granted by the population1 
It must be said that this topic was neVel' popular with 
loca! historians who wcn; in the past more pre')(tu· 
pied with the political events rather tl,an with ilSf""=~ 
of t-'Conomic and social hIstory. Even in recent studies 
on the history 01 food, salt fails to find prop~r rep"" 
scntation. This vnClIum could (llso be the rt..:;ultofthc 
fnct thnt salt was neve)' considered asa prllTh1fY ptod~ 
uc! in Malta. Since the p"pulation ofMallawu.small, 
thl' inhnbitnnts survived mostly on cer('alsi'll'Id puJscs. 
They did not conSU\11" great qUClntities of mei;lt ami 
were tberefore p<->rhaps less inclined towards the pro-
duction of salt. The aim of this paper i< to explore 
these themt'S as they emerge from both lLnpt,~lished 
dOCllm~nts of the moticn1 era and secondary sotltt('S 
and also to explorE' the different methods in lise in tnt' 
past for saltmaking. 
TOWARDS II H1STOHlOGIlAPHY OF SALf 
The first important publication on Sillt in M.lllll is by 
r::.Y. Clarke, 51111 Pill" ill Malta, Hi.'/ory, S/mdHll', 
Opt'rl/lioll," in which the nuth0t' discusses the wru:ral 
development of thiH industry in p(lrticui(ll' itsopel'a. 
tions during the l~nl'ly YC(lrs of the twcntidh(cntmy. 
However, <1 critical look at its content ,hows IIl.,1 il 
(,(Hltains Pl'~1dicany no historical information on s;11t 
f1 mduction that goes back prior to the twentieth 
c(.~ntlJry. Thl\ author's rnnin concern was a study llf 
the place of salt within the wider cootext of food 
pn1duction,' 
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t hl~tor\' of sait aJso attl'acted sorne a ttention from 
uit'~~lW Godfrey Wettinger. He has given snippets 
iniormation on salt in onE" of his papersl< and in his 
ilion,];"\, of M(lltt~(' place-names:t Vv'ettinger's main 
1m'::! i;1 salt W£l5 its relation with local Maltese 
a;.'t'-)l,H11I.?S, He Curni$hed an in depth $tudy on 
:l'l.lk'rI11 stlrlMmE:;'S whose rneaning was related to 
~!. FinEllIy one find:; a dissertation on salt by 
~m!int' j)jngli, where arnong other aspects, she dis--
'1:ih'~ thr'l11l'I"i''UJLi of salt production, which in Mnlta 
~)l\'m~)inl'd practically unchanged throughout the 
:f;,r:..'. Dingli undertook b.1 study the production of 
;~l in !\·1alta from a geographical perspt."C'tive and its 
iXllS of study wa~ mainly salt production in the 
;lI\'!l!icth centurv, , . 
1111: hl~lory of salt h,ls "Iso been looked at through 
:;ml1iUY sources, For l'nedieval hisl·ory# one has to 
)';11 on published works about the Ma1tes~ nOl'nen~ 
)!tlre, l'spedally th<=' above-mentioned dictionary 
~. P;olessor Godfrey Wettinger. The early modern 
(fl{lCh offl)red worthy of note archiva1 material. The 
'lllspitilHcr .In:hives at the Valletta Natiollal Library 
~-,tere explored in connection with the Hospi taller era 
,i'311-179H). Tht> study of solt in the early modern 
! ;\'rilJ<.~ was (1150 supported by a careful analysis of 
; lIffenmt old maps of Malta. Sixtt"enth find seven-
ii:~rnth cC'ntufY cartography gave prim.ary impor-
r!.1r.ce to places whkh wen' being used for salt pro~ 
·-:JlIction l '. These maps became a primary source and 
~.~\ll'!:'toproVL' crucial in the writing of this paper. 
" ~In'i\'ing docun1entation pruvides insights into the 
"difien:nt tYPl'S of saU~nulking i11 Malta which were 
: 'l"e~' similnr to those employed In Sardinia t Sicily 
; :1Jld Spain. The Mediterranean world had its own 
.:il"-'1(leristic of salt-making which differed hom 
. :llOSl' followed in the rest of the European continent. 
'Unlike the situation In mainland Europe, Mediterr 
r~Ilt::1n s<llt-making enterprises were of marginal 
,haroclcr, as they only employed relatively lew 
workt'!"s and employment was of l:l seasonal nature. 
,Ot\Spitt' {his fact, salt left n 111arked impact on trade 
~l till' region and bee-arne sufficien tl y integra' to sys~ 
jt'!l1S or L'on1nwrclal exchangel~ to invite con!parison 
h'llil thl' trading of grain. JI The Mediterranean salt-
pans were usually situated (1long the coast in parti~ 
cular in area$ where the He of the land was Hilt and 
whcl"C environmental conditions were uni(\vollrable 
lo agJ'arian lise bccaus~~ of the tendency towards 
aridity.H 
At least six types of different salt-making can be 
identified. In continental Europe, salt mines wel'€ tht' 
main source of snIts, Those couotries lacking in salt 
mille~! such as the Netherlands, resorted to importa-
tion or to the burning of soil foJ' the extraction of snIt,I) 
The$e two methods of saJt extraction were however 
not feasible along the Mediterranean littora1. A simi~ 
lar method to the olle used in the Netherlands was 
operated in the Mediterranean basin and consisted 
in the boiling of brackish water until salt residues 
were extracted by cvaporation. Unfortunately, no 
written documentation has yet been encountered 
about the use of this rnethod in Malta. instead, peo~ 
pIe in Malta, as in the rest of the region, rcsorted to 
other methods/ which all produced what is known 
as solar salt, The greater availability of sunshine and 
dnylight hours along the Mediterranean pel'nlits the 
natural pr("Iduction of salt through the fot'll1ation of 
salt 111nrshes in holes and crevices in the rock, These 
are formed once seawater gathers in the crevices, and 
after evaporntion, the l'esjdues fOfln sait lnarshcs, 
The hurnnn intervention O)lso played a role and salt-
puns were crcf'ted since the late medieval times at 
different pnl·ts of the Mediterranean coast. These salt 
gnrdens, ns they nl'e also knowl1# can be of two types, 
The first are those which could nowadays be regard-
ed ~$ PJ*olo-indus-tl'ial p)nnts tiS a re~;ult of theil' hig 
size. These were eXtrC'mely labour intensive, The 
next type of &lltpans were thuse developed in the 
fashion of honeycombs on different parts of the 
coast, w here the rock bed wa::; charncterised by soft 
stom' which could be easily worked to produce 
square, shallow compnrb'nenll:J. These saJtpans were 
run on 1.1 fanlHy basis. 1n the cnse l,lf Malta .. as 1 shall 
be explaining below. these last three examples were 
the main rnethods used in the production of salt. 
Hercl I would also Uke to point out thnt the word snlt~ 
pan will be specifically used ,n this paper fOl' the 
making of salt through human endetivolll~ thilt is for 
those sall"pans which were dug by men und where 
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the whole process of s"lt-
making, including the fill-
ing of the salt pans with 
,·vater, was also nlade by 
man. On the other hmld, 
the tent1 salt l1ifH'shes is 
used to denote the forma-
tion of salt out llf a natural 
environmentni process. In 
these instances huntan 
intervention was minimal, 
though of course this 
would nol exclude 
locnlised or enhancing 
Ineasures. such as in the 
deepening of tht: stone 
-,I '" 
cubicles for « bette!' salt formation. What is m05t 
important in this context is that the milt in this last 
process is practicnHy nnturaly formed. find that this 
process was the principaJ the late n'l!,;"dievni period. 
ThE LATE MEDlEVAL PEI(jOD 
The recenl publication of the minutes uf the Maltese 
Medievnl town council, or llllip!'rsitri, confirms the 
paradoxical situation Malta was in during this pcri~ 
od in terms of salt production. Despite the fact that 
>vIaita is an island and therefore ideally placed to a 
labour inlensive production of salt, the la!tel'lacked 
any economic reievance at the time. The rninutcs of 
the Universita' for the period between 1450-1499 
contain no reference to salt,l"On the othel' hand, if 
one were to considel' topo-nomastk evidence. one 
encounters vel'Y few place-names which can he 
taken to unambiguously denote siles for the p!'oduc-
tion of salt. At the same time one ha$ to note that 
there is no independent histOl;cal information which 
confirrns the relationship of these few plaro-nnmes 
with the production of salt. Thus, if one were to take 
one of the medieval pi nee-names, Mellie-ha, which i~ 
tlw nan1(:' of (:) vmagL~ situated at the Northern p<ll't of 
the island, one could justifiably conclude thi:ll it 
stands for the 5eulitic word < ;;,.... 'A.. > which stands 
for (l saHpan. This relationship of the place f'lml1t' 
with salt enn he also confirmed from the maps pu-
hlished in the sixteenth century, as they indicated in 
Italian the word sa/illt' (or saltpans) next to the vil-
lage of Mellieha, but there is 110 other known written 
evidence that confirrns that salt was being produced 
in this area dudng the fifteenth century. 
In Mellieha, 5<llt wag naturally formed dose to till' 
snndy beach, whkh wils 
and is still known as i-
Ghadira, The Chadira 
Bay is an extended «rea or 
about 3 km'. It is sur· 
roundc'(; by diffs on two 
sides which permit th~ 
bay to receive fresh water. 
At the same time, this 
small lake is nanked by 
two bays, which forc. 
seawater to infiltrate into 
the hintcrl<tnd. Fresh 
water from the cliffs 
mixes with S('('lWilter tl~1 
enters this bay gradually 
in Wil1tel~ creating puddles of brackish water. When 
one looks at the bay's representation in sixteenth- and 
scventcenth-century maps# one notices that the iliug.. 
lration of the saltpans was never shown in the fortn 01 
grid cnrnpartments. This mean .. '" that U1~ area hi'id not 
bl"n used during this period for a man-nmdcsali pro· 
duction. Instead, in this region, salt was being pro-
duced in a natural way, through the formanon OfS-llt 
nml'shes that were formed once the brilckisb water 
dried up in 5umlncr. "nle above~described hydn1logi .. 
cal factors were assisting this natUl'al process. On. has 
to remember that salt produced by a natural process 
is considel'cd to be of su pcrior quality to tho one pro· 
duced in man-made .altpans. It has been gr"ded to be 
almost similar to table sa1t17 that aHhough COllrse in 
nature, is digestible and at the same time even ideallo 
be employed by craftsmen for their local produdion, 
as wns the case with the t(lnners, 
M('Ilta has other late medieval topol1omastir cvi~ 
denee with direct reft."rence to salt, There were, at 
least, two other places which can be linked to the 
production of saH. These fire i1~Menieha tal Benghi$J 
at the sOllth of Malta and il-Mcllieha taz-Zot1qOl 
also at the southern tip. Up to some time ago, lhese 
two places were still producing salt. The latter nrea 
of iz-Zonqor at Marsascala, is still being used forthe 
production of salt. Archival documentation exisls 
which shows that il-Mellieha taz-Zonqor" wos .15$0-
ciated with salt production before the arrival of the 
Knights of 51. Johl1 of Jerusalem. This place bassi",· 
ilar charactel'istics to Mellieha Bay, that is, a con-
fined catchment area for fresh water which after 
mixing wilh salt water, turns bracken. These factors 
make this habitat ideal for salt production. 
Yet, dL'spite this salt production at different points in 
l(1) ."IdillllrlllormJl d l r.11l:4lii l 'Il>iM(~ r'l11r:<Ut.k' MJfl</f', C, W·t!inj.\\'I" (\'111 ,111~1 h',\\b!.lh'\t by I~ Clll',lH (!',ill;'J1'.\ 'lj~J1), 
Ii'} Dill~1i. ~;ll 
IH) N.)tiOI1,ll Ubr<\l'y o( Millt,l, Univ. :!O:,. t.:~hl, U~\lii-'Ir:tH, 
Malta, fhi:;. product was 
Jl'\'cr discussed in the 
T(:wn C(\\lI)(illl'H?f'tings at 
jp(lSI during the period 
1450·]499, This means 
!hal :-.aif did not faii under 
[he TOI,-n';:;, Council juris~ 
dlclioll, The..' TOVl!ll Coun~ 
cil \~'il~ neither importing 
ll(lj' t'Xp{lfling ::;;lJt. This 
~illIfltion h:"H .. i~ to a S(:'-
({;IHi obs<:J'vatiol'l, The 
Tcwn Council \v{1~ allth()~ 
;ised 10 impose taxes on 
thr rfln~i1mption of CCl'-
!illn prodtl(t~ in MnitZl 
!hal fell under its iuri;;diction,l" Ont2' hl1~ h) keep in 
mind th(ll () Stllt fax was (Ol11t'non aJi over Europe, 
L~}x:(ii'llh' in Cntalnnhl" in the 1<ingdorn of Castilc/ i 
an';.: in Fr'ance, Judging frnm existing documentation, 
a s:millif ttl); docs nnt scern to hZlve existed in fif-
l~n~h-(t'nl\lry Mnltn, On the (1lh~l' hand, other 
prcxhlCls of ,)'limcl1tAry natUl'e were being tflxed~ in 
pi'ITticnhw wlne (lnL' ccreats. 'The \atter were consti-
luted b\' wheaL rvt:: and bran, Therefore, medieval 
Millt. ~ilhcr had ~o salt taxation or dse, iJ it existed, 
',lil fd\ under the jurisdiction (1f the Royal Domain, 
tht)! is, the Sicitiun Regno, In the Constittltion of 
)'!elfi (1231), Frederick 11 t11<1lk the gnthering of salt 
t1 prerogative of the Sicilian CI'OWt1,~1 From the time of 
:1'.(.' elli1ctmenl of this cons-tituUon in 1231 until the 
:iftcenlh century nnd Inter, n('l information hi:'ls been 
di\'ulgl>d atte:;ting the L'xiF:hmcc of any forn1 of salt 
ldX in Malh:1, 
The (.W[ that i:'lS far as can i'll' nsccl'h1ined there was no 
Silbcl!c tax in Malta, does not mean that salt was not 
[wing amsidered fiS a pl'hnary product, The popula-
l1Gl1 oj M;llta wns very small during this period ilnd 
perhaps the amount oJ ~aH that wa5 being gathered 
(m:l1 MI.'Weha and the two (Jther places in Malt-a was 
(,\1011£h to meet thc local deln«nd, If OIW had to put 
thl' local situation in an European context! one finds 
:h(11 the..' countries th<-1t werc taxing this pl"odud were 
tho~e th"t n~'l'ded il most, despite the fact that- th('.y 
h,1L1 il \'('['Y high local production (15 was the case 
with c.,sti!u (,1l1d France, Due to climate tli1d above 
'" 
all the size of the popnla" 
tiOll~ the production was 
never enough and there-
f0re France and other 
northern countries had 
to tUfn to it~ in"tportatinn. 
The cold winters of 
Northern Europe con-
strained these cnul1trie~ 
to stock JnC;)( and fish 
(lnd rOf this rea50n n1cy 
needed lArge quantHics 
of salt, One has to 
remetnber that at this 
period, the imposition of 
tC'xes was not ce..msidercd 
a protective sanction but a source of revenul'. 
Th0refofC, taxcR were mo:;tly levied 01'1 those goods 
that were consumed in considerabte quantities or 
else all luxury products," 
In contrast, medieval Malta did not n.eed snlt inlpor~ 
tntion and the sl'nnll size of the isim'ld spared Malta 
the problems of illtemal food exportation, On the 
other hand, the rise of corsa\rlng and piratical aeli. 
vitics in the fifteenth century made the production ot 
salt very difficult-It waR very unsnfe to \tvc or worK 
next 10 the coast. The risk of these people to become 
n prey of corsfliring rnids was high. In fact, during 
this period, MoHa was incre('Isingly becoming the 
target of pit'Clte Elttack~, as well as it suffered from €I 
nUl))bcl' of Mu~1im razzias. Professor WettingE'f 
notices., process of depopulation 111 all the villages 
situated next to the C(1.st along the fifteenth (en" 
tl11y~t Lack of security brought the abandonment nf 
these villages to the benefit of those situated in the 
hinterland. Villagers started to seek the safety of the 
internal villages, Befol'e such a situation, salt produc-
tion, which was un industry concentrated around the 
coast, 111USt h()Vl~ suffered a severe ~ctback. It could 
cxpliiin why no proper SflIt produdion was under-
taken and the people preferred ttl rely (1) the nahU'i::1i 
pr()ce~~ of $(ilt pn'lductioll for their dilily needs, 
1 ]owev€l', this impa..sse was not the sole factoi' that 
hindet't'd the imp01'tation of salt in the late medic\'al 
pl'riod, Snit docs not seem to have been considen'd 
,1n important commodity (It the time, with the rcsult 
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that no rn€i1sures were taken to counterbnlance any 
10c,,1 shol'tagt."S, which such a situntinn I'l1(1Y have 
provoked with the importation of :;alt fronl other 
areas. 
In other wOl*ds~ salt producUon during late medieval 
tim~s in Malta was condemned to stagnation, 
Gauging from cartographic evidence and the lack of 
other \lvritten or archaeological sources, the only sce-
na ... o possible is one in which salt production simply 
could not expand and if an industry had existed, it 
was a localized affair with the result that salt had a 
vcrv limited consumption. The industry could only 
funditll1 on <lS n .smaH family-rlln enterprise. 
Pcrhaps, the production of salt was left to i.1 natural 
process of production, as some areas of the coast pl'O~ 
duccti l1tltural snIt crystals every year. Thenl it was 
up to the Im:ab to go to these places producing salt 
to gather these crystnls, 
With the population of Malta durh1g the fifteenth 
century being around ten to fifteen i'hollsand, (1 sma!1 
('peratiol1 in the production of salt would have been 
(>nough to sustnin the entire population, Above alii 
there is no doubt thnt meat was not n primary pl*Od-
lid during this period. The majority of the popula-
tI011 wns poor and depended on c€teflls nnd vegeta-
bles, Only small al'nounts of meat were consumed in 
M<-lltH at the time. and as tht:. rest of Europe, n'lE>at 
''''~l:'; mostly efltcn on special occmlions and important 
religious feasts.~>J MnHa imported small amount of 
1l11.:.'.1t and fh;h hut the tlnlounts imported reached our 
shon?s eWler as livestock or else as stocks of meat 
pn .. ·s{'l"vcd ill salt. In such a sccllnrio( the local pro-
duction of salt was probably 110t directed at a culi-
nar~' purpose. It wt)'llld appear tho\' salt was primal'i-
Iv needed in Malta faT the production of leather 
VI,"hkh was a well-established indush'Y during this 
PQriod, Mon"over, as the 31'chaeologicni evid\..~nct;' 
shows no sa!tpans dating to the late Middle Ages, 
one can hold to the staternent mad~ above that salt 
Wi1S being produced during this }"It'riod through n 
11i.1 tura] process. 
The confirmation that medieval Malta hnd nQ mnll-
m.1de sC1itpans cnn also bl2' confirmed from the first' 
Glrtogl'aphic evidence on the island of Malta that 
tidtes to the sixteenth century. Unlike late sixteenth-
century maps, if one 1001<..,;; at the Pirt Rei~ mnp of 
Malta of 1522 there is no reference of a toponom(1stic 
refl.:'rt'nc~ to this product. The same call bl.:' snjd about 
24i kC,unhill ,lI1d N, HliUlgR14 ShiffrllrlJ·J.:"lIullI ht'I-IJ..'J}'Mut.f, IM,lIM, 3m) XI-AA. 
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a s<"cond important map of Malta thatw" pubH&hed 
in Lyons, France. In 1533, Jean Quintin d' Autun pub-
[ished the first description of Malta and a map of the 
island. Neither the map not' the descripl:ion g!lVcany 
information about the production of salt on the 
island. Such a missing reference to a saltp'" topo· 
nym can be taken as lJvidence of the minor impor-
tance that salt production had in Malta at lhe time. 
Thus, one can conclude that the Malta of the J5:j0s 
did not have any significant salt praduction. 
However, this does not axclude the exisWlce of snit 
production at a domestic level. In fact, most prob,,· 
bly salt pwcluctiol1 during the Middle Age'S was 
de-dyed from a natural process, through the forma-
tion of Bait mar;.;hcs. 
THE PRODUC.TION Of SAlT t:-.J THE SIXTEEN III 
CENTURY 
The appointed official historian 01 the Hospik,lIcr 
llrder, Giacomo Dosio, conlirrns the ('xistena: of salt 
marshes in Mell ieha in 1533. He describetl these salt 
mal'ches tiS being ({ saliw.' flssf1i vichw del Frt'o », or the 
chnnnel between Malta and Gozo." At thesamctimc, 
the llotCH"ial archives began to make references tosalt~ 
pans. In a contract compiled in front of the notaty 
I3randanll Cnx(lro 1111541, there is referellcc to a plot 
of land culled Inl-me/liell:" This land was in a village 
calJed Hal Kbh~ in a locality c,l11cd 8wIlrmd 
(Bunnurrad). Incidentally, in this locality, there were 
t..'xtcnsiv(' marshes that contained bl'(lckish watrr. The 
snlllP plot of land was mentioned (\l,YfIin in ano~'I!~r 
contract three years jater.~7 Then, in 1557 in another 
110tarial contract, one finds the name of anuther loctll· 
Ity suggt.>stive of salt production; this was known as 
iI-MelliC'ha ta' Ben Ghisa" in the south of Malta. 
Gcologically, this region was fnll of pools of brackish 
water; the rock formation of this region, with il; 
numerous fissures had be~n consequential f()f the 
production of salt marshcf>, Water got trappt.~l in the 
futS I stngnatl'd llnd formed salt crystals, 
It was during this period, that is, towards the mid~ 
die of the sixteenth century that there is the first 
direct refe['ence to the production of salt in a pliO. 
Iished map of the Maltese Islands. Th<' map or 
Antonio Lafreri entitled « Mdil,J IJISI/ln, '1"'"1> IJiJdd 
MaiftllH UOCtrllt". )' and published in Rome in 1551, 
I 
l11i1de reference to the saltpans of Ghadir!l. The ternl 
,«dille ,vas placed exactly next to Marfa f in an area 
known as ix-Xilep. At this point, the readel" should 
nolt~ that tl,ese sa1tpan~ were not represented on the 
m<lp ilS h(lving a grid structure. This fact reinforces 
lilt' previous observation that thE' salt marshes in 
this region probably produced salt through a natu~ 
fill process. 'I1'te Illost important fact in this map was 
thill aftClr Ltlfrel'i., this reference to the existe1Ke of 
;;altf'~ns in Gh~,lira started to he repeated in other 
",aI's like those of elml, Ab. Hortelill~, Bertius, 
Mrgiserus, and Ogilby." 
l11t' pictol'i«l dClnent of the salt marshes rc-crnerges 
in till:'" nll1p by Giovanni Prancesco Can1ocio and pub-
lished in 1560. Camodo's map includes new features. 
H. puts the word " snlin! » next to the geographical 
local;on of Marfa, but then showed I-Ghudira in the 
lonn of a dclta and depicted the snltpuns as a patch 
"" the ",stem cliffs of Marfa, In other words, the car-
tographe!' was foregrounding the relationship lhM 
exisied between the water and the production of salt. 
This same element W(lS repeated in the maps by 
Andre' Thewt (lS02?-1590) and Giovanni Battista 
Rondinellus (1588) but Rondinellus introduced a fur-
ther clement. He called the salt marshes of Mellieha 
a7: " SnUllc l'('cclJk ». This refe1"cl1cC' implies the exis-
lence of new saltp~ns but failed to indicate whe,'e the 
new !Xlltpi:\l1S w{'rc situated. 
Seventeenth- and eighteenth-ccntu,'y maps Were 
more (;'xad in the location of the saltpans, in particu-
1m when rep!'esenting the old ""ltpans of Mcllieha. 
Francesco Valegio's map was published ~fter 1615, 
iie depicts the Mellieha saltpans in the inland water 
ofCIMdirf'l. The same loc(ltion is repeated in another 
map of "1735 made by i"l1e parish priest of Naxxar, Fr. 
Fite1!, under whose jurisdiction the entire region of 
Mellieha was included. Piteni depicts the ,a/illl' 1'<',.-
(ilicexactly where the Ghadi .. " bay is situated today. 
Allhi, stage one should ask why the cartographer 
Rondinellus made such a difference between the old 
and new saltpalls and why do the old saltpans 
,1ppear in the location of Mellieha? Perhaps the 
(\1'tS\Ver can be found in the fact that when the lithog-
r'pher and the publisher of the map were making 
Iheir deSign, they were following other maps, which 
contained reference to both the old and new salt-
p,ns. 1\5 these maps were not locally produced, the 
cmtographer had executed his map at the same pel'l-
ad wh<.'n the first saltpans had been constructed with 
the result that he had little knowledge of t11e exact 
geographical position of these saltpans. This could 
explain why he had failed to give their exact indica-
tion (i11 his maps. Perhaps the new saltpans were still 
under construction when the first reference to the 
old pans was made. This means that the new salt-
pans would bave been made in the last qunYler of the 
sixteenth century and n10st probably the source of 
this new information was the map of Maltrt being on 
one of the walls of the Grandmaster 's p~lace. by 
Matteo Perez d' Aleecio, The Italian painter Matteo 
Perez d' Aleccio was commissioned by Grand Master 
Jean Levesque de Cassiere to depid 5cenes of the' 
Great Siege of Malta of 1565."Among the sce"C5 
depicted by Perez d'l\lcccio, there was a full map of 
Malta. It is in this map that the painter makes refer-
ence to the new S<11tpans. He depicted gJid-struc-
lured saltpans in the region known today as is-Salill'. 
in the limits of Burmarrad. 
Perez d' Alecdo's map represents Malta in the time 
of the Great Siege of 1565. On the basis of this map, 
one can conclude that saltp.nns at Bunnarrad 'were 
already in existence around 1565. However, on a sec-
ond reading, it is more pfObable, on the basis that the 
first reference to the 'l'ec('/rie salinc dates to just after 
1565, that they were constructed afOund the time 
when this map was executed, that is in the pedod 
between 1570-1580. The designer thus included in 
his scene the new project launched by the Knights 
Hospitaller for the production of salt in Malta. 
Moreover, it was in this rnap that a difference H·'as 
registered between the saltpans of Ghadira and the 
new ones, or'" SOli'lf Nove (sic), of Bunnarrad. 
111e building of new saltpans is to be approad1t'd 
within the gene"al sense of security instilled by the 
Knights, Once it became clear that the Knights were 
going to remain in Malta, they intensified their capi-
tal investments on the Island through the construc-
tion of a fortified city and the introduction of coastal 
towers. In this context, the prodl1ction of salt could 
make a leap forward. Salt was not only pl'Oduced 
through a natural process since new production 
techniques were introduced. The new sense of secu~ 
rity encouraged individuals to work in this new 
enterp"ise, despite the fact that during this period 
alerts over cOl'sail'ing raids were frequent. Judging 
fl"Onl Perez d t Aleccio's lllap, these new saltpnns '·verl" 
state of artf in tcrrns of the rnethod used. Perez 
d' Aleccio depicted a complex system of saltpa.1s laid 
alit in gl'id form structure; such a structure reflects 
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the professionalism that the 
Hospitallers sought to instil in 
the production of salt. 
This locality was not the only 
area given over to the produc-
tion of salt, New places started 
to be developed for this purpose, 
The Burmarrad model was 
copied by local craftsmen 
through the construction of flat 
cubicles in the rock at various 
points 01 the coastline, which 
had the upper rock made of glo-
bigerina limestone, Current 
owners of some of these saltpans 
confirmed to students undertak-
ing research on the subject that 
some of these saltpans are 
indeed very old, Both the surviv-
ing oral tradition and the struc-
,.\ ~IH',"T m'lj'''( 11K .llt'.) c,H1TOlndillg 
tilt' <;'dil1< "t llW'llhlrf,\.j 
It seems that this project expe-
lienced financial difficulties 
because for a long period of 
time, there is no clear refer-
ence to the saltpal15 in written 
documents from the time that 
these were drawn by Perez 
d' Aleccio (that is around 1581)) 
to the first written reference in 
the official acts of the Order, as 
I shall explain further down, 
Definitely, the publication of 
the map in the form of a lither 
graph in 1582 by Perez 
D' A1eccio himself" led to the 
diffusion of information on 
these saltpans, In fact, refer-
ence to these saltpans was 
included in Francesco 
ture of some of the sa!tpans" suggest eighteenth-cen-
tury origins, Moreover, there are some who even 
speculate, perhaps exaggeratedly, that some of these 
rock-cut saltpans date back to the seventeenth centu-
THE PRODUCTION OF SALT IN THE 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
Toponymic information in maps about places related 
to the production of salt increased in the seventeenth 
century, with the most important addition being the 
sa!tpans of Burmarrad, In the early seventeenth cen-
tury, the cartographer Francesco Valeggio (1611-
1640), for example, in his edition of the map of Malta 
made reference to two kinds of saltpans; the ones at 
GhadiI'a and also the new ones at Burman'ad, 
The reference to the two above-mentioned saltpans 
that is, Ie snliuc or salini IlUove and Ie vecdde s{lljJJi~ 
continued in the following decades, The new salt-
pans of Burmarrad are mentioned for the first time 
in the notarial documents of 1611, Notary Andrea 
Allegretto associated the region known as I-Ghallis 
with the presence of saltpans," One can fairly con-
dude that the reference to the Ghallis was the same 
to the new Snline of Burmarrad, as geographically, 
Challis and 13uflnal'rad al'e in the sanle area. 
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Valeggio's map and Llter on by 
Francesco Lucin in his map of 1631," 
These Bunnarrad Saltpans fen under what was 
called the mel/sa or table of the Grand Master, This 
meant that the Grand Mastel' had all exclusive rights 
over this property, including its rental income, 
TIlerefore, it was the Grand Master's right to lease 
these saltpans to third parties who in turn were 
responsible for their upkeep and employment of 
labourers, It also seems that the Grand Master was 
also sharing with the lessees' part of the profits made 
from the selling of salt. At least, seventeenth - and 
eighteenth - century authors refer ro the Grand 
Master as the main beneficiary of the profits made 
out of these saltpans, 
Towards the middle of the seventeenth century, Cio 
Francesco Abela - the Maltese Vice-Olancellorof the 
Order of SI. JolUl - wrote a book about the history of 
Malta, in which he included among others a descrip' 
tion of Malta of his time. In this book, Ahela made 
specific reference to the saJtpans of Ghadira as well 
as those of Ghallis, He mentioned the saltpans 01 
Ghadira, although he placed them in the region of 
Naxxar, He distinguished the Ghadira saltpans lrom 
the new ones by desclibing the latter as being in the 
" COlllrmla delle Saline ll1100e », He explained thet this 
term was being used to distinguish them from delle 
vecchic & nntie/,e ,nlillc, What is interesting in Abela's 
hook is the information given on the production of 
saIL According to Abela, in these sa1tpans si In 
oglli'mmo qual/fita' tli snIt> ehe si cstrac c wanda /1101"; 
drli'lsola, it cui PJ'('ZZ(I foeen al1'{'rnrio del 5i(l{. G. Mac;;lm 
Pril1cipe, This means that at the time when Abela was 
writing, around 1647, these saltpnns W(~re function~ 
ing and produced enough salt to yield some 
exports." 
In tim initial stages, the saltpans of BurmaITad were 
a model of economic success. In a Stafus Ulleri docu-
ment of 1581, it clearly transpires that Malta was still 
relying on the import,1tion of salt in the early 15805. 
According to Anna Zircngo, her husband Galeazzo 
Valentino, who was l'a/r01le del/II gOnJlO (sic), died 
when his ship, which was can'ying wine and so It to 
Malta, was raided by Turkish galleys." The reliance 
on salt importation was no longer in evidence by the 
turn of the century. In 1603, the Hospitaller O .. der 
decided to sell a vrrscello to Pier Gio Bonti. The latter 
decided to enter into a parblcrship with Gio Batta 
Giusolfo and have the vascello transferred from 
M.lt;> to ~aples. Bonti took the opportunity to load 
the vessel with a cargo of salt:{\ 
However, the situation fit the J3ul'rnarrad sait}.')ans 
began to encounter serious difficulties in the coming 
decades, and by the time Abela finished writing his 
DcscrilliDIIC, they appear to have entered a period of 
decline. Contrary to what the maps seem to convey, 
the saitpans in Burmarrad were relatively distant 
from the coast. This meant that that they needed 
more maintenance to keep them in a good state. In 
pllrticular the maintenance of the gutters (or gU//1I1I 
as they were called in Maltese), which permitted the 
seawater to teach the saltpans, forced their owners 
(or lessees) into recmfent expenses. This is con-
firmed from a petition that Gio Battista Micallef 
made on 14 December 1650 to the Grandmastel~ who 
had jul'isdiction, as Abela says, over this land?' This 
document clearly shows that the saltpans, or Invo/i, 
as they were called, were small and remote from the 
coast, so much so that their owner, the nientioncd 
Micalld, was spending too much money to clean the 
gutters. Without such a clean up each In",,/n ended 
t:? UnCI/H c ilmfi/C sCllzn cllf.' pas . .;i (oltivafo (il Sf11e) &e HOIr 
tnll ailm grm,de spes". Micallef asked the Order to 
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finance new pools closer to the sea, which according 
to him, would be used for the production of salt. For 
this purpose, Micallef bought the land that sur-
rounded the salt].1ans from Gonsalvo Vincella and 
his wife Teresa and his intention was to link this area 
to the Grandmaster's foundation so that, it would 
also be used for the production of salt. 
The Correspondence Section of the Hospitallefs' 
Archives confirms the precadous state of the Maltese 
,altpans. 111 1658, the Hospitaller Agent Spriti 
infonned the Grand Master in Malta of the trans-
portation of a cargo of salt from the Regllo di 
CnlniJl'il1.'" Most probably, this salt originated from 
the mines of Salgenllna, which were the main 
provider of salt to Calabria and Naples;ll Judgjng 
from the fact that the Regllo di NnI'D/; had to resort to 
other Italian regions to meet its daily needs" 
notwithstanding the presence of its own salt 
resources, highlights the difficult situation which 
must have existed in Malta at the time as far as salt 
reserves were concerned. 
Here one can pause to look at things in a wider con~ 
text. The knight Francesco Ventimiglia wrote that 
among the expenses that Grand Master Fra AIof de 
Wignacourt incurred during his llietime, there was a 
sum of 6,356 scudi, 4 tnri and 9 grani spent on salt by 
the Order. This was a relatively big sum. The docu-
ment does not specify whether the salt was import-
ed or wlwther it was produced locally." But it is clear 
that important developments had occmred in Malta 
with regards to the culture of salt making. Other 
documents of the Hospitaller period show that the 
Order had in the past to import this product quite 
regularly from Sicily or Southern Italy. The popula-
tion was growing at a reIl1arkable rate in the seven-
teenth century. The census of the population of the 
Maltese Islands of 1645 showed that the island had 
39,963 inhabitants,'" a figure that was much higher 
than the one calculated for the late Middle Ages. 
This rneans that the delnand for cured goods was on 
the increase and thus, n1.01'C salt was necessary. This 
necessity was more acutely felt during times of polit-
ica I difficulties or in the eventuality of an Ottoman 
attack or siege. The Knights admittedly sought to 
depend mostly on fresh food supplies so much so 
..... ~ .............. . 
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that th~y transported livestock on their gall~ys while 
at sea." When rumours were widespread that the 
Turks were going to attack Malta, more cattle were 
killed. Cons~quently, at such tim~s they needed 
large amounts of salt for the preservation of meat 
and possibly ~ven of fish; this increase in demand 
could only be met through importation'" of meat 
from Sicily and presumably also of salt. Then, there 
was the industlial aspect. The production of leather" 
was a trade which continued to be practised during 
the time of the Knights, and as has been already indi-
cated, it required a substantial amount of salt. 
But if Malta had the sea as a natural resource, why 
would the Order have resorted to the importation of 
salt, thus incurring higher costs? There could be two 
principal reasons. First of all Malta was not produc-
ing enough salt to meet the local demand. Secondly 
and perhaps more importantly, this product was of 
an inferior quality and the Knights were disinclined 
to encourage refinement. With time, table salt 
became a connoisseur's product as suggested by the 
production of silver urns to hold these shining crys-
tals at table. Even on the galleys, these culinary 
gadgets found their place. The captain of the Galleys 
of the Ordet had such urns on his table." In this con-
text, the state preferred to depend on the importa-
tion, especially, of table salt. 
If one looks at the works of Gio Francesco 
Buonamico, who was a surgeon by profession, One 
seriously doubts the quality of Maltese salt pro-
duced towards the middle of the seventeenth centu-
ry. Buonamico was one of the few Maltese who 
undertook the Grand Tour." During his voyage, he 
visited different European countries and this 
enabled him to collect a number of recipes, which he 
described in his manuscript as secret recipes. Among 
these, one finds one on how to make salt out of net-
tles. TIle process was a very simple one. The first 
step was to bum the nettle, than the ashes were 
boiled whilst the watet was left to evaporate allow-
ing the salt to settie at the bottom. At first glance, this 
method may appear bizan-e hut in reality it was only 
following a similat method also used for the extrac-
tion of salt from peat. The burning of peat containing 
.15) j. MU."CIII. HHi IfIIiI Drinkt)!1 Mllf,::;tGIlk'ys, (M;tJta, 2002). 19-21. 
salt water was a method used in Northern Europe by 
which salt was obtained.'" It is interesting to nore 
that Buonamico considered this salt to be of a supe-
rior quality to the one normally used at table. This 
does indicate that there were people seeking new 
ways of improving the quality of salt and 01 ensur-
ing salt supplies .of superior quality to the one 
extracted out of seawater. The latter was usually not 
consideted to be of a good quality." One presume; 
that rock salt was being preferred at the time for 
table use. 
Here one should also mention that the authoriti€< 
started to give more importance to the quality of the 
salt towards the beginning of the eighteenth century. 
This fact emerges from the proclamation of edicts 
issued by the local authorities from time to time dur-
ing the period. 
Between 1698 and 1708 two edicts were issued con-
cerning salt. The first one was issued in 1698.~ It 
decreed that all those who gathered salt on the 
island had to be licensed by the authorities. This 
edict reveals that tllose who were gathering ,altwere 
not always sanctioned to do so. Thus, it was declared 
that all those who worked in salt production had to 
be licensed to avoid uncomfortable inconveniences. 
Those who went against this law risked being sen-
tenced for up to five years on the galleys. 
The second and last edict was issued on 6 May 1706. 
This makes particular reference to the adual pro-
duction of salt. In circumstances where salt was 
beil1g sold without price regulations and above all 
without quality management and where superior 
salt was being blended with an inferior grade - as 
the document says, il l1Uol1o was being mixed with 
the mediocre ef if entlivo - this edict tried to introduce 
some kind of monitoring in this secior. AU employ-
ees who worked in the salt industry were asked to 
check that tile quality of the salt was good, meaning 
that the salt was not impure or adulterated. The 
edict insisted tllat this was important because the 
quality of food depended greatly on the quality of 
the salt. Above all, the edict demanded that the two 
kinds of salt sold on the market that is, table salt and 
-16) C 'h.'St;1, 1111.' Ufi'/w;.{ Tillil.'SJjCnm,i Ml.;h'1' PiUN 1741-1773, (Malin, 1~J), 25.1, !.rll.:identally, It'Stl does not indirnte tJ~ ~Jt"Cof thl; infurmation 
i7) S Mcn::it.'C;'t, 'Fmm a Rumllivclihocd to a Cosmopolitan Vo..<ltion: TrrK'inJ; tiwOrigin. .. o[lhe run E:milly'. Mdi/t'IJ::lWII Alllor, H"$1:Jdniftill fbwilrt?fDrw ?rnWtl~ 
T.cortis, "I:Fre1!el~ LBn1i:~i (ed.), (Malta. 2002). 285, 
48) Muscnt. 9. 
4'J) 1\.f[,.t...1IJbr. 1191. ML'J/I(nll'tlt' Via&\>i di Cwmn Fl1IlIfl.'S('1I BIMltUfJkV JldM Hrllld(I, C(TI/l{V/in., Ouullhr, Fimllim, WR'WI, Svr..z.."f1~ 1M/i.'!, Sidtill, Spirtggil', crorir L<drriiL1Gllxlrlh'/illt· 
Ihll65j ",'1I1l11'1666, 
SO) P. C. Enuner:. 'TIw Dutdl SaH Trndeand lhenlt.king of the &.>cond AtlantkSystetll, 15m-16.5(Y, $wrifldd QvUIIIl'Jt70 Irel SIll .. [til ,\1t.rlilemUft'IJ!.'Alr.'IlItim,s. I'ir.l(aI.~~ 
1997). 11~ 
51} NLM Ubr. 2. f. 5.."'r: 
52) t'<.1.M Ubr.740 parte fJ52v.Aropy of ti)Ls I"mfill can re found in NlM Lib!: 641, 239. 
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rock salt, bad both to be of a good quality. Il' price 
was established to be sixteen grail! each iOlllola 
(853.33 cm2) and 3 gralli each lIIondello. Those who 
broke the law were to have their salt confiscated and 
could also risk three years on the galleys. Therefore 
the nccilfnpnni (or quality inspectors) were asked to 
monitor that the salt was sold at the price esta-
blished by the authorities and not at that set by the 
vendors.q~ 
In other words, th" Maltese authorities even if slight-
ly lagging behind of what had been happening in 
Europe in this area, began to follow measures under-
tilken in the continent concerning the production of 
salt, in particular where salt quality was involved. 
THE PRODUcrlON OF SALT 
11\ THE EIGHTEEr-;TH CENTURY 
The Italian historian Antonio di Vittorio commented 
on the success of this product in the exportation mar-
ket. Succes" was governed by quality. For salt to be 
of a prestigious standard, water quality had to be 
good. In fact, it was a COll1l110n feature an over 
Europe that the salt, which was sold in the market 
places, was of a poor quality. It was dirty and very 
oiren polluted with mud.'" 
It seems that the edict of 1706 achieved the desired 
effeet. There were periods when the Maltese salt was 
not of a good quality as it was getting mixed with 
impu";ties. When this happened, its market value 
dipped. More importantly, it was not suitable for 
exportation. 111" construction of the saltpans of 
Burmal'1'ad Was aimed at ensuring a leap in quality 
but lack of rnaintenance led to an unfortunate situa-
tion. The saltpans had to be cleaned thoroughly and 
for this process to be successful, the old saltpans had 
their base lined with stone slabs of globigerina lime-
stone, as is still visible today. The use of the globige-
rina limestone ensured that the saltpans could be 
easily cleaned before they were replenished with 
water. The risk of pollution was lowered whilst the 
final pl"Ociuct was that of white sliining crystals 
rather than greenish or blackish salt. 
The eighteenth century was a period in which it was 
deemed necessary for Malta to open up its closed 
economy and enlarge its market. For ll1rlny years, the 
islands' economy was almost totally dependent on 
corsairing and on the construe tion industlY. Trade 
became even more prized as the authorities per-
ceived the benefits of strong financial systems with 
the result that they were willing to intervene to 
revive depleted local economies. 
It is in this context, that one has to evaluate the 
development and the use of the saltpans during this 
period. And it is within the understanding of this 
new economic revival that one has to consider li1e 
saltpans of Burmanad. They were revived and 
developed to their full capacity during this century, 
turning them into a true industrial depot where the 
production of salt reached an estimated three million 
kilos per year.'" 
The success was so evident Ii,.t in republication and 
updating of Gian Frangisk Abela's book by Count 
Giovanni Antonio Ciantarr direct reference was 
made to salt production in Malta. The update includ-
ed new references to the sallpaI1s of I-Challis 
(Burmarrad). Ciantar informed the reader that " dn 
queste snfille I'Emrio del Prillcipe tle suolc deepere 11011 
/Jiccolo emolulI1cnto per 10 gmll quofltita' <Ii sllle, che se lie 
esfme da di!1ers; bnslimel1li F'er vnrie porti »." In other 
words, according to Cianter, in the eighteenth centu-
'Y Malta had enough salt not only to supply the local 
demand but also to meet export demands. 
The fact that Malta was exporting salt meant that by 
the middle of the eighteenth century 1I1e island was 
again maIk1ging to produce salt not only in massive 
quantities but also of a good quality. Indeed, during 
this period Maltese salt found a good market in 
Venice." At the same time, Maltese salt was fetching 
a good price in Croatia,'" while in Ragusa (Du-
brovnic) Maltese salt was challenging that of Barletta 
(a town in Puglia), wruch was renowned for its good 
quality." 
111is SUCCess led to the enlargement of the Bunnarrad 
saltpans and the establishment of neW sites for the 
production of salt at different places around Malta 
and Gozo, in particular at Slielna, St JuHans, 
Marsalforn and Valletta. Survey maps executed in 
1742 by the Hospitallar Knights, give information on 
») N'LM Ub;: 149, f. 224-22.~ Copies of tlti..,. public flolk:e {or h1ndu)cafl be found in NLM ubi: 641, '!J7~ NLM Ubr240Sczlorn:: C, fJBOr-v, NLM Ubr: 1210, 36$,9. 
:4) A Di Vittorio,« 0 nl\llo dd sale nella~. B."t1nmllka mgw"<.'<l ". $:tit' C Snlim'Itd1'Adrit!ti~'l (~'(t. XV. XXl. A. di Vittorio (ed.), 1979, 300,.303, 
5.'ij ~1. Mk.,£~·, HiMt'lfl' ,h' Mall(, (Bfm'St'J:;., 1841). 259. 
:<'J G.A Ci.1nt.lI, Mlllia fifnf.tl11li', ({ .... falta 1m), Lib. 1 rwt >..'VIIl,~. 
5i; AOM m f, 101. 
%) r ErLl..'f',. 'n Comnur:'do del. ~ $tJi Uton1!c CtroIO', s.url' Salim' Iid/'Adrorlim (~W. XV-XX), A. di Vittorio (cd.), 1979, Zl3, 279 . 
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Malta was not the only place at 
the time where saltpans were 
being extended or developed. In 
the same map of Boisgelin, salt-
pans were also indicated on the 
island of Gozo, in the place 
known as il-Qbajjar." These were 
not the sole saltpans in existenre 
in Gozo because it seems that in 
1740, saltpans were constructed 
in another area next to Qbajjar, 
thn tis; Marsalforn. M 
what were termed as the VecciJie 
Saline and Nuove Saline of 
Burnmrrad. The existing saltpans 
of Burman'ad were considered 
too small or inadequate to meet 
the rising demand for Maltese 
salt and the Knights devised a 
project to enhance the salt pro-
duction in this area. It consisted 
in increasing the number of exist-
ing collecting saltpans from sev-
enteen to twenty-three. Such an 
increase Incant the enlargement 
of the reservoirs for the collection 
of seawater before it was chan-
neUed into the saitpans."" 
Moreover bigger warming pans 
were built in the open space sepa-
rating the collecting saltpans 
from the sea, thus pennitting the 
seawater to be channelled direct-
ly into the reservoirs and eventu-
ally the collecting saltpans. This 
.\ Llk ",'V<'I\I,'<'I1I1\ d' "dd\, ,'ightn.'l'th -, ,-nlu;,y 
'-\In,',' "lw"j d'''''-IIi>mg \Iv (l!d S"JHW 01 
It is clear from another docu.ment 
that Gozo was drawn to the pro· 
duction of salt towards the mid· 
die of the eighteenth century. 
In 1746, the historiographer 
Francesco Agius de Soldanis 
mentio11s for the first time a loca-
tion in Gow associated with the 
production of sal~ Memeha (a' 
Ras il-Hobz.'" According to the 
project was intended to guarantee a leap forward 
both in quantity and quality of salt. As 1 shall explain 
further down, these BUl'lnarrad saltpans were con-
structed in a way to produce white shining salt crys-
tals. This was not the sole project of saltpan enlarge-
ment put forward during the period, Proposals were 
also put forward that existing sites were to be 
extended as was the case with the saltpans at Bahar 
ic-Caghaq, so that the Maltese islands could better 
meet the increased demand for salt." In addition, a 
map of Malta published by Boisgelin in 1804, but 
which depicts Malta in the middle of the eighteenth 
cen-tury, showed three principal regions for salt 
production that is, the medieval area of I-Ghadira, 
is-Salina ta' Burmarrad and a new site at 
Marsaxlokk. The fact that pools of brackish water 
were located at Marsaxlokk explains why this region 
began to be utilised for salt production. There were 
also other locations in Malta that are not shown on 
the map, but whidl were used fO!' salt prodnction 
like the area below Fort Tigne in Sliema, the one 
below fort St. Elmo in Valletta, part of the coastline 
of St. Julians and most probably even Qalet Marku in 
Bahal' ic-Caghaq."' From an archaeological study of 
these places, it was determined that the saitpans of 
these areas date to the herein-mentioned period. 
(i1):\OM. TR\1S, \3,,2<)), f.14 _ 2-4. 
(1) Ibid" L H 
(2) EIIoue{,272. 
63) L [),: iloL%"Clln,AIKk.1tIIlJIt1 M.km Mllllt. (IA'ifiI.'Ion,. 'jaJ.!) vol. 1 .. 6.')..7L 
(4) Bloul.'l:, 272. Gall. (1<J37j, 4S, 
(5) 1'-lL\{ Ubr.145.A" 24. (microiihn<->J1Ullh.'tah(\fI is iJdge 29). 
author of this manuscript the salt that was produced 
here was « il lIIigJiol'e die nbbinmo Hella nostm Isola », 
(Gow). It is interesting to note that according to the 
author, the valley of MgmT ix-Xini, which is very 
dose to Ras il-1-lobz, acted as a natural basin for fresh 
water or as it was called in Italian stngno. 
The experiment that represents best the drive rorsalt 
production, took place in Gozo in the location 
known as Ghar il-Qamh, where a man who is not 
identified by name but who, according to Boisgelin, 
was a watchmaker from Malta, tried to place the prer 
duction of salt on an industrial level by using natu-
ral pressure to pump up sea water to the saltpans. 
According to Boisgelin, this man asserted that this 
natural method was sufficient to cover the expenses 
of his capital expenditure, and was also convinced 
that the venture was going to be a great suco:ss and 
leave behind a good profit. 
The place identified for the purpose was a cliff next 
to the coast, which was between 40 and 50 feet above 
sea level. This meant that it was vel)' difficult to col· 
lect water manually. TIlerefore, the watchmaker dug 
a vertical hole down to the sea and began to pump 
up water from the bottom and distribute it on the 
rocks. However, he began to notice that the water 
, 
, 
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level in the salt pans began to 
recede. At first he thought that this 
was the result of evaporation, but 
then he realised that this was due 
to the fact that the rocks in the area 
were porous: the water started 
dripping into the grotto situated 
below the saltpans. BOisgelin stat-
ed that the failure of this project 
led this mall into profound mental 
decline. 
m.m ___ '11 
Its colour reflected purity and as it 
was not hnpure, it was the more 
expensive. In Sardinia, for exam-
ple, the white salt fetched twice 
the price of the black salt on the 
export market.'" 
What started as an experiment in 
salt production ended in a tragedy. 
On days of bad weather, air got 
trapped in the borehole, and as 
pressure 111ounteci, it caused an air 
explosion to the extent that seawa-
ter was forced upward, rnetres into 
rh,· \ ,jl'I><'" ("""1!I\~'\"l\~II1' I';X::. 
; h:', -11"','\ :»"i' -.b,.\<." 1','1'1 "I tlk 
111e quality of salt was also judged 
in terms of acid content. The level 
of aCidity in salt was an important 
market factor. For example, French 
salt was sought after by the Dutch, 
as it had a high magnesium con-
tent. At tl1e same time, the Dutch 
considered the chemical compo-
nents ;'1 the French salt as too 
strong to the extent that the French 
salt was mixed with other salt 
the air, forming a fountain. The pressure was so 
strong that the water used to rise around six feet 
above ground level and spread itself over all the 
nearby countryside."' The result was that the SUl'-
J'Ounding vegetation died and the hole had to be 
dammed. The fanners sued the watchmaker for the 
mishap. However, the hapless 
watchmaker died shortly after-
wal'ds, before the case began to be 
hem-d in court.°; 
imported from the Iberian penin-
sula or the New World. In general, French salt was 
considered too strong to be used for the preselvation 
of fish."' It dried the salted fish. The same d1aracteris-
tics of the Iberian salt were also found in the 
Sardinian salt. Its attributes made it a product sought 
after in Northern Europe and America fol' the season-
I, 
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ing of sausages and small fish, such 
as cod, salmon and anchovies. It 
was even less acidic and less bitter 
than the salt to be found in other 
parts of the Mediterranean. Despite 
the fact that Spanish and 
Portuguese salt were graded better 
than the French salt for salting fish, 
it still had a stronger flavour and 
had more acidic substances than 
the Sardinian salt with the result 
that fish preserved in Spanish or 
Portuguese salt got driel~ lighter'" 
and less flavoursome. The same 
process did not occur when the 
same fish was preserved in 
Sardinian salt. On the other hand, 
Sardinian salt was considered inad-
The reasons that Can account for 
the pursuit of increased salt pro-
duction are also to be looked at in 
the context of what was happen-
ing at the time ;'1 other parts of the 
Mediterranean. Whilst the quanti-
ty and price were very important, 
these were not enough to explain 
such an indl1strial expansion, 
Quality played an important role. 
Europe distinguished between 
what was known as black and 
white salt. This difference deter-
mined the price of salt on the mar-
ket. The white salt Was of a bettel' 
qualit)' and it was highly prized. 
,\n"II,.,: ',!I' \'('\ !lUI' "'\\'\\'1'1"; ,H)p~iwr 
",-dl\<'wf 1111' 1'1'(111.'-":',1 '~.dhw '\ht)\'l' 
equate for domestic usage or in the 
preserving larger fish." The salting 
of tuna fish was predominately 
66}" Ont'd.,y in pi.lrtku1ar .1lcl'ribllC stonn al'Q5(', and fhe violt1'lC1.: of th~' wind dn'lVc tI'll' r.lging WolVes iuto the grottO; where m" body ofl'.71ter :inrn.:ilsingCl.Jt\5idcrab\y, Md 
l-dnS":{1l1htk'll in lhbi11meo::;lol'cl.l\arspot, ""it ... i ""o11h a 1\>t.Tt)' m(1Iiou. and f{lnnCt:1 <l siphon (PL Vn.Ffg.l) orwaterspOtll1"here being 00 p<'ISS3gc but !he wcll newly opened, 
it fcm.'\:Xi JI.'; W<1y U,lOOgh with vit'!k!1L'C .:Im..l apl-X'ilr\.'\,1 tlkea beautiful whealht'af of w .. it:r .. i so I." cirt:umfercnreas 10 fiU up tiE whole moulh of the wd fomn).i a mas· 
nifitw.! ;u~ite. Its proj ... ".:tiw fon:c was so great.. that lhe wind could not oct tlport it till it had m'lChed the aro.-e mentioned height; when it suddenly separo~, and the aque-
ous partic1escoo.tpomng of jmmt;.'l'lS(! 1'lOdy (If wntl'f V>1:.'fV tiiffused over thcmuntty on <III si~ to the e;xtentof more thana mlle. This violent rain of salt-water destroyed aU 
\'cl:.'etalll))) and !Jxo '-'ltltivated flt:lds, which h?fure had l'lOmamply pltlduct1VC, ilppeared l'\S Utiley suffured from fire ". ~1in.69-1O. 
67) 'nUs walcr fountain ('l'dtll.'k?lS it wM('alled oo:nme a prioci}'\'I1 nttr.1ctH.1I1 tl1.1t itCi:U'llC to rev-l.$ited bytmveUersand 501'00 of lhemlike J<'an Houelleft image:; of the waler 
~~'I'Outing!ik<.).l fuUllklin froltllhc Imle. J, Houd. V~T fJitlOl'l'!li'n:tk~ MCStfe Sid~ Dc Mnllcddc UJIlri, ~ 1782), lay. COJL 
It\) It Anatr.! and E Carlxml, 'Sale- in:Smtiegna 1)(!1).1 Prim" EtA Mnk'f1"li\Stoti.."\ del ilill!\'lCt\.'10del 5.,lc trn Meditcrrunoo e Atlantico, S, Pirn (00.), (5.1.t'clinia. 19..J7), 169. 
119) Erruncr, 1:Z 1. 
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affected, even in Sardinia 
itself, with the salt of 
Trapani." The salt of Trapani 
also enjoyed a very high rep-
utation in eighteenth-centu-
ry Europe as table salt. 
During the middle of the 
eighteenth century, Sardinian 
salt experienced a decline in 
quality due to lack of main-
tenance of the hydraulic sys-
tems of its saHpans, besides 
other problems." The 
Sardinian salt that was 
exported to the European 
market at the tin,e was dark 
and contained residues of 
,\1' i;".I,'!,- ,,1 Ill<- '" ;111',111', ,jH!~!>; ~h,', j,>, :, uu!,.,' 11 \ .1"" [, 'I! 
\ ,"/<' nil' 'H' Jr," ,.", ,)',h, ,I" 1 !"Ild I'" 'n . ",;"", 
difficult to say concretely 
which were the locations 
that allowed salt to be pro-
duced through a mtuml 
process, as the urban deve-
lopments that occurred 
along most of the island's 
coastline, have obliterated 
the relevant traces. Today, 
only one place remains 
which is still producing salt 
tlu'ough a natrn-al process 
and this is the islal,d of 
Comino, where salt still 
naturally gathers in the fis-
sures of the rocks." How· 
evel;this salt is not collect· 
ed. 
clay substances." This could account for the compar-
ative success of the local product. Maltese salt had a 
good reputation at the time notably on the basis of 
its crystal-clear colour. The success of the Maltese 
salt in the Italian market can be equated with that of 
Trapani; the two places had similar geographical and 
climatic characteristics. Man-made Maltese salt had 
a mild acidic content and its shining white crystals 
made it for refined cuisine. 
THREE METHODS OF SALT PRODUCTION 
In the opening of this paper, 
a distinction was Inade 
between salt that was an 
anthropomorphic produc-
tion and the one extracted 
by a 'natural' method. Here 
one has to add another con-
sideration; the localised pro-
duction of salt can be divid-
ed between one, which was 
a state enterprise and the 
other, which had cropped up 
in the eighteenth century at various parts of the 
Maltese coast, which was family run. These three 
methods had their own unique methods of produc-
tion. 
The natural process was the kind of production that 
supplied Malta for a long period of time. Today it is 
71) Pln\-ll-H":> 
72) Ibid" 18:i 
73) Ibid., 19:1 
74llbid" 1~3. 
75) [Y,llgli, 29, efr. Appt1l ... :u" r. Plait' 1. 
iG} AOM Tf\.'a'i, B. ~J. r. 2-1..1. 
In the case of Malta, all methods of salt production 
required proximity to the sea. For this purpose, a 
location like a valley, at which end had a natural inlet 
presented the most ideal site. The place became even 
more attractive for salt production II at the end of the 
valley there was bmckish water. Burman-ad had just 
such a geomorphologic structure and it was this, 
which led to this locality being eannarked for an 
extensive production of salt. 
When the saltpans were built in the mea during the 
second half of the sixteenth 
centurYi these were sihlate<i 
some distance away from 
the shoreline. It was after 
the petition made by the 
above-mentioned Micallef, 
that things started to 
change. in fact, a map of 
the saltpans of the early 
eighteenth century depicts 
them closer 1:0 the shore. 
Above all, from this map 
one can make out dearly 
certain features of these s«ltpans and tl,ereby dralV 
some conclusions on how they must have operated.' 
When the saltpans were refurbished in 1650, certain 
considerations were taken, among which were the 
building of surrounding walls made up of hig sJabs 
of globigerina limestone so that water would not 
penetrate into the salt marshes. This boundary water 
was also intended to help the saltpans retain heat. 
TIlen, the saltpans were divided into three sections, 
tbatis, large areas reserved for seawater, so that after 
being filled, the water would be left still for days 
until it wanned up and tumed bracken. This warm 
water was then passed to the warming saltpans and 
fmally the water was distributed into the saltpans. 
This project was created in an area that was more 
than 700 metres long. It contained seventeen warm 
salting pans, six collecting saltpans and another two 
basins that were all filled with seawater. The water 
was first passed into the two basins before it was 
transfened into the warm salting pans. The bottom 
of the warm salting pans wa.< covered with day, 
which was covered with sand so that the water 
would not seep into the rocks. On the other hand, the 
collecting saltpans were covered with globigerina 
limestone, and structured in the form of grid. In the 
new project, at least from what emerges from the 
plans of Library manuscript Treasure B 290, the early 
cighteenth-century structure was small, to the extent 
that proposals had been put forward for major alter-
ations and additions to the saltpans. It was proposed 
that the number of warming saltpans would go up 
from nineteen to twenty-three, whilst new warming 
pans were to be constructed and the main reservoir 
enlarged. TI1is proposal was implemented, as the 
main reservoir and the warming pans are nowadays 
placed in the same area as the one indicated in the 
survey map of 1742, that is, between the collecting 
saltpnns and the sea. Moreover, the present number 
of the saitpans is superior to twenty-three." In total, 
there are thirty-three colIecling saltpans." This 
means that not only the proposal put forward in 
1742 was undertaken but also further enlargements 
were made to the Salina saltpans at some other point 
in time. 
The first stage consisted in having seawater brought 
in the big basin or reservoir by means of a wooden 
gate that separated these warming saltpans from the 
sea. TIlis reservoir was in turn connected to another 
basin which was in tum connected to the warming 
saltpans. The last stage consisted of the hot water 
passing into the collecting saltpans. The method con-
sisted of having seawater passing into the first two 
basins that had a volume of 11,289 cubic metres and 
after being left for some days to warm up in the first 
basin, it was passed into the second basin and than 
to the warnling saltpans which was almost half the 
7i) Ibid.; i.14. 
78) darke, 
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size of the first One. The water was left in the second 
basin for another period of time, to heat up. Then, 
this hot water was passed by means of gutters into 
seventeen basins so that it would tum into salt; in 
all, these seventeen saltpans contained around 
1600 metres of cubed water?' In the meantime, as 
soon as the first basin was emptied, it was filled 
again with seawater and this process was repeated 
each time that water was transferred from recurrent-
ly one basin to the next. TI,e sluice gate of the first 
basin was lifted to usher in water but they were also 
used to control the amount of seawater that entered 
the basin. By lTIeans of other gutters the hot water 
passed from the second basin to the warm salting 
pans and afterwards, by means of channel." the col-
lecting saltpans were watered. The collecting salt" 
pans were of the same capacity of the warm salting 
pans, that is, around 1600 cubic metres. These warm 
salting pans had gates which were opened and 
closed by day. At some point in time the use of 
wooden pumps was introduced to assist the flow of 
water from one basin to another. 
Tn this process, minute attention was given to pre-
venting waste of energy. If water in ti,e saltpans 
escaped, the system permitted its return into the 
warm salting pans through troughs so that it could 
be reused for salt production. When the salt was 
ready, it used to be gathered from the saltpans in 
bundles. The person who did the gathering used to 
gather salt from the top layers of the deposits to give 
time to the remaining water in the salt to drip out. 
Finally, the salt was gathered in wicker baskets and 
transported on the shoulders to the stores. 
Very often, saltpans of this size used to be harvested 
once a year, usually in mid-August. However, since 
there could be showers in August, hay was grown in 
the passages at the sides of the saitpans, so that in 
case of a rain shower, it could be harvested and scat-
tered over the salt. Then, it was burnt over the salt. 
The salt formed a crust, which prevented the rain 
water from penetrating and diluting the salt crystals. 
The third method of salt production was slightly dif-
ferent from the one described above. The first major 
difference to be noted is in the size of the saltpans. 
This led to a lesser quantity of salt. These saltpans 
lack historical documentation and thus, their study 
has to rely on archaeological surveys. For example, 
the saltpans of Bahar k-Caghaq or Qalet Marku, as 
they are better known were recently studied in great 
-.'.; 
detail.'" The following reflections aI'e based on 
research carried out by Pauline Dingli as part of her 
undergraduate dissertation in geography. As n gen-
eral trend, the saltpans around the coast did not hnve 
large basins. This could be the result of the fact that 
more often than not, they were dug in hard rock. By 
l11eans of mason)s pickaxes (known in Maltese as fies 
and lmqf]ltl1) i1 nunlber of square sized boxes were 
dug to simulate the grid construction in use for the 
big ind ustria\ salt production. The fact that the 
Maltese coast is characterised by extensive flat 
coastal areas and that globigerina limestone is situat-
ed at the surface helped the development of saltpans 
because this type of stone is relatively easy to cut. 
Above ali, globigerina limestone offen~d another 
advantage. This material quickened the crystallisa~ 
tion proces.s because water heated up faster. 
However, these basins took a number of years before 
they could be used, that is, until the stone itself pro-
duced a kind of crust that was it form of self-protec-
tion. Moreover the crust closed the porous inside the 
rock, thus stopping the lost water from dripping. 
With these saltpans one can also speak about three 
phases in the pI'oduction of salt. First a well or a 
large pool was dug ry close to the sea. This pool used 
to fill up with seawater in spring by a natural 
process. The sluice gates were opened and this per-
mitted this large pool to be filled up. Then, the water 
was transferred to the warming saltpans and finally 
to the collecting saltpans. 
Production started in March, when the saHpans and 
the pool fol' hot water were cleaned, the water, which 
would have entered in winter due to rough seas, 
changed and wherever necessary also repaired. The 
fact that the pools were situated next to the seacoast 
meant that they suffel't'<i from erosion. Moreover, the 
waves hitting the shores, in particular in stormy 
weathel~ damaged the pools' boundary walls. 
Afterwards, the new water was left to stand for eight 
days. Nature itself did the work as onCe the water 
level receded, the remaining water in the pool would 
becon1e warnler. The water was left still in the big 
pool until a temperature of around 37 de-grees 
Celsius was reached. Then it was transferred into the 
pool of hot water. It was calculated that the size of 
these latter basins had to be seven times the size of 
the collecting saltpans. In these warming saltpans, 
the water was left for another eight days,"' that is, 
Hr.l) Ibid., ./0-47. 
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until it again reached a telnperature of 37 dcgn~E's 
Celsius" and aftelwards the water was pOlll'ed in the 
saltpans. One has to note that the bed of some of 
these coastal saltpans was covered with stone slabs. 
Naturally, a lot depended on the strength of the 
wind during these eight days, even jf one has to sny 
that Malta has the ideal natural elements fOf silit pro-
duction that is, high temperature, low pressUlC, 
strong and frequent wind and little rnin." Still, 
nature played its part. If the wind blew from the 
north, the watel' would evaporate more quickly. On 
the other hand, the southerly wind is mOL'" humid 
and this lengthens the process of water evapomtio[l, 
If there was a storm, and seawater infiltrated ifllotne 
saltpal1s, the whole process would be ruined. Thus, 
the ideal time for snit production was between July 
and August. If the weather was favourable, salt 
could be gathered even after five days. 
The process of how the water passed frOl11 one b<lsin 
to another was !'nanunC through the use of wooden 
buckets. This did not exclude engineering tech· 
niques, like gutters dug in the rock. Where the pools 
were distant fro111 the principal reservoir, IT system of 
channels connected the reservoir to facilitate the 
transportation of water by means of gravity. These 
channels (known in Maltese as gll!!111") also med 
sluice gates thnt very often were dosed by means of 
n piece of wood covered by pieces of cloth that was 
placed at the entrance of the gutters to keep the 
water frol11 flowing in 01' out. If the use of the glitters 
was in1possible because of the nature of the land, the 
transportation of the water used to take pJace manu~ 
ally or else the snltpans would to be placed next to 
each othel~ honeycornb fashion, so that the Wi1l:t'r 
would I'ipple over fro111 one snit pan to the other. 
Thus, the saltpans had to be continuously supp:ied 
with water from the wann.ing saltpans almost on a 
regular basis tor seven days. The number of days 
depended On the weather. When the level of water in 
the saltpans dropped through evapor"tion, water 
was. added fronl the warming sall}iuns, In the end, 
these saItpans would have consum.ed seven Hmes 
their volume. This was the volume nel'CIed to pro· 
duce a medium sized bundle of salt of about ,1 silt 
The latter is a Maltese Ineasurement, which wa:; 
equivalent to one sixth of a tumolo. During this 
process, salt formed a crust to prevent further evap' 
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oration. The man who was producing salt had fronl 
time to time to smash the crust before adding wan'tl 
water to the saltpan!" One should here note that the 
tools that were used for this process and for the gath-
ering of salt in bundles, were all made of wood. 
While the gathering of salt generally took place once 
a year in the big salt}X1ns of Burman'ad, salt from the 
smaller saltpans was hiuvested up to twice a year 
because apart from August, if the weather permitted, 
another gathering took place in September. This 
aspect is related to the size of the saJtpans; since they 
were smaller, evaporation took place more rapidly. 
Their size very often valied from 0.8 square me-h'es 
to 2.5 square rnetres. TIle nunlber of saltpans was 
also considerable. For example, the sallpans of Bahar 
ic-Caghaq that are derelict today number around 
one thousand. Xrobb I-Ghagin in Malta and Xwejni 
in Gozo had around two thousand saltpans each,"'" 
This difference in the size of the sallpans affected the 
quality of the sal t. Due to their size, the sa ltpans of 
Burmarrad produced larl,e crystals that had to be 
sieved and broken before being sold." When the salt 
was sieved, rock salt and table salt were separated. 
Then, whenever velY fine salt would be l'equLl'ed, 
rock salt was ground. Above all, it seems that the 
small saltpans produced high quality salt - it was 
considered to be among the best of its kind for table 
salt. 
Irrespective of the type of salt production, the salt 
labourers had to work in dismal conditions. All the 
Mediterranean saltpans demanded long working 
hours for a miserly pay. In other words, the workers 
received what Michele Mollat Du /ourdin described 
as a 'mediocre 1"€n1uneration'.~i Yet, this was not a !:'ui 
gelleris situation. The san1.e author puts the 
Mediterranean saltpans workers on the same level 
with their counterparts working in the Atlantic salt-
pans. The latter also had to work very hard in poor 
conditions!" Perhaps the saltpans of Sardinia are one 
of the best examples illustrating the difficulties that 
bnth employers and employees had to face vis-it-vis 
salt production. The saltpans of Sardinia were heav-
ily labour intensive; the pans were practically filled 
by hand.'" Sardinia had difficulties in recruiting 
R-t) Dingli, 24. 
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laboU1~ in particular during stl1nmer tinle, as snit 
production and gathering was considered too tough 
and it coincided with the harvesting of grain. The 
Sabaudic State reacted by imposing forced labour on 
its peasants; the reaction was inevitable. It was a 
measure that was met by strong resistance by the 
local population." Unfortunately, little is known 
about the Maltese situation. One cannot doubt that 
the work in the local Ballpans was hard but until 
now, there are not figures available concenung the 
type and amount of workers employed in this indus-
try at the time of the Knights. However, judging 
f!'Om the low profile role played by women in seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-centUlY crafts in Malta, it is 
difficult to assess the precise involvement of women 
in saIt gathering process. Unlike in the Netherlands, 
where women were employed in salt refineries!)1 as 
they did not require n\ltch vocational training.. those 
in Malta were even refused any participation in 
humble jobs which remotely could give them any 
sense of equality with man. The official jobs reserved 
for women were mainly that involving midwifery, 
household jobs and that of sewing. On the other 
hand, one cannot exclude the fact, that unlike other 
Northern European countries, corsairing and pirati-
cal activities could have helped the Mediterranean 
world to find the reqUired workforce in the form of 
slaves. This is an aspect which until now has not 
been welll'csearched. In the case of Malta, however, 
the use of slaves at the Salina saltpans could have 
only been a casual one. 111e surviving documentary 
evidence does not give any information on the sys-
tematic use of slaves in the salt-making process. In 
his incisive study on Slavery in Malta, Godfrey 
Wettinger gives no reference to the use of slaves in 
the Maltese saltpans at the time of the Knights. At 
this point one has to remember that Wettinger's 
main documentalY source was the Hospitaller's 
archives. In this context, it is highly improbable that, 
if such a source lnaterial had existed t it would have 
escaped Wettinger's extensive research.'" What is 
important to note here is that irrespective of whether 
slaves had lJcen employed in the local saltpans or 
not, the local scenario was not different from the one 
existing in the rest of the European continent where 
workers had to work hard for a pittance. Infor-
mation given by Clarke about the workforoe needed 
at the Salina saltpans during harvest time at the turn 
of the twentieth century can give an idea of the num-
ber of labourers required during the eighteenth cen-
tury to make this place functional. The salt-produc-
ing process and the gathering methods had 110t yet 
experienced big changes 311d those employed at the 
opel1ing of the twel1tieth cel1tury were practically 
the same as those used in Grand Master Pil1to's 
times. According to Clarke, the Salina saltpm1S 
employed betweel1 twenty-four to forty men on a 
contractual basis.'" Such a huge workforce made the 
Bunnarrad saltpans one of the few proto-industrial 
plants, (excluding maritime organisations) of eigh-
teenth-century Malta. 
CONCLUSION 
When one analyses the commercial aspect of this 
product, one has to admit that for many years, Malta 
was not on the salt trade route. According to Ciantar, 
it was only in the eighteenth century that Malta 
entered the major salt trade routes. It is known that 
during the seventeenth century, the Hospitaller 
Knights tried to build a trading relationship with the 
Alla]ltic through the possession of the islands in the 
Caribbean. However, the Knights lacked suitable 
vessels seafaring on the oceans:-l, In factI this experi-
ment had to be abandoned. 
When one considers the short distances that the gal-
leys of the Order travelled, one realises that there 
was little opportunity for Maltese salt to be COmmer-
cially successful in the seventeenth century or previ-
ously. One must also !"emember that salt pl"Oduction 
was a conlnlon feature in many Mediterranean 
lands. Thus, one must admit that Malta had a diffi-
cult market and strong competition. Moreovel; one 
93J Ckwke (unnwnben~{), 
had to see whether the local production was good 
enough to meet the demand. Secondly, one has 10 
ask whether the regions that Malta traded witt., 
namely Sicily and Marseille, were interested in 
importing Maltese salt. They had their own produc-
tion. Here one enters into the mechanisms of com· 
merce. For Maltese salt to be exported, it had to meet 
a demand. But it needed also to create a demand for 
the Maltese salt. Thus, Malta had first to identify 
neighbouring countries that were interested in 
importing salt. The practical limitations imposed by 
the small galleys had made it impossible for Malta to 
export salt across the Atlantic. Secondly, Malta had 
to produce salt that was considered superior 10 the 
salt produced by the other Mediterranean countries, 
which had an established tradition in the exporl 
market. This goal was achieved in the middle of the 
eighteenth century, when the Maltese salt began to 
be known for the fine quality of its dear crystals. It 
was then that Malta managed to start exporting thi' 
product and to make a name for itself in this niche 
market h' Europe. Yet, it proved to be a very short-
lived experience. The dynamic of Maltese trade 
changed in the nim~teenth century. Malta, as a British 
colony, had other economic priorities. Salt produc-
tion began to focus more on the local and the British 
services' needs. It WaS an experience that largely 
held true until recently. It was only during the post. 
Second World War period that Malta experienced a 
truly industrial birth. One has left no space for .mny 
of the traditional crafts and for the laboltr intensive 
salt production. Slowly, Malta followed other 
Mediterranean Islands, such as Sicily and Sardinia, 
where due to industrialisation, salt production went 
into long-term decline. 
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